The How of Learning
Mobile Critical Thinking Tools
for Sustaining Change
Robert Seth Price

Education is a Human Right
Critical Thinking Tools and Skills
are the Roots of Learning and Education.
“In order for this to happen, your entire frame of reference will have to change, and you
will be forced to surrender many things that you now scarcely know you have.”
—James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time
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National Urban Alliance
High Operational Practices of the Pedagogy of Confidence support
and enhance equity:
• Identifying and activating student strengths
• Eliciting high intellectual performance
• Integrating prerequisites for academic learning
• Situating learning in the lives of students
• Building relationships
• Providing enrichment
• Amplifying student voice

A CLEAR Approach to the Work
• Cultural emphasizes the human purpose of what is being learned and its
relationship to the students' own culture.
• Learning encourages students to make choices in content and assessment
methods based on their experiences, values, needs, and strengths.
• Equitable respectful learning environments in which students' racial and
ethnic diversity is valued and contributes to successful academic outcomes.
• Achievement includes multiple ways to represent
knowledge and skills and allow for attainment of
outcomes at different points in time.
• Responsive through positive relationships, rigorous
learning experiences are created involving higher order
thinking and critical analysis used to address relevant,
real(ness) world issues in an action-oriented manner.
Dr. Rev Hillstrom
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National Urban Alliance (NUA)

National Urban Alliance helps districts provide
school leaders and teachers with the opportunity,
guidance and voice to identify what practices they
need that will help them build on student strengths
and engage them in learning essential skills, content
and strategies. Since our founding in 1989 at
Columbia University’s Teachers College with the College Board, the National Urban Alliance for
Effective Education (NUA) has provided professional development, advocacy and organizational
guidance that transform urban and suburban schools. We are passionate in striving toward
a world in which barriers to high levels of learning borne of racism, sexism and economic
disadvantage are eliminated for all children.
National Urban Alliance Pedagogy of Confidence
Our approach is guided by the The Pedagogy of Confidence, the fearless expectation and
support for the high intellectual performance of all students, especially those who are
dependent on the school and community for the skills and support needed to attain high
achievement. We uncover strengths of students and teachers and then build on those strengths.
NUA Core Beliefs
We focus on three core beliefs:
• Intelligence is modifiable;
• All students benefit from a focus on high intellectual performance;
• Learning is influenced by the interaction of culture, language and cognition.
NUA Cultural Relevance
It’s a given that students and teachers do not always come from the same racial or cultural
backgrounds. NUA’s focus is on changing teachers’ perceptions and expectations of
underachieving students in a way that pays particular attention to the cultural dimensions of
these differences.
NUA Student Voice
Students are among the first to recognize that there is an enormous gap
between their performance and potential. That is why we give students a voice
in professional development, instruction and classroom management.
QR Code to initial pilot Student Voice project designed and implemented for
NUA in East Allen Public School District by Robert Seth Price.

“For teachers to become effective learners, they need specific attitudes and skills,
including persistence, understanding of the transfer of training, understanding of the
need for theory and the ability to use peers productively.” Joyce & Showers
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Mobile Critical Thinking and Skills

Introduction
Article I of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights states: All human beings
are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and
should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
All humans deserve to have and enjoy equality
in dignity and rights. For equality, all humans
must have equal access and opportunity to
practical tools and methods for critical thinking.
Critical thinking methods and skills provide
everyone equality for the full realization of
participation in the greater human community
locally and globally. Methods and tools that
assure each human an equal opportunity
for active and high impact participation in
education, with healthcare and for their
greater community. The purpose of this guide
on Mobile Thinking Tools is to model the
importance of putting theory into practice with
practical methods and real examples.

Photo - United Nations

Grass roots mobile thinking tools honor the gifts of all
humans. These tools must be practical in any setting for all
people. Tools that are powerfully fulfilling for personal and
collaborative engagement while believing in ones personal
human capacity. Tools that are supportive individually and
for collaborations with the greater community. Education is
a human right and practical critical thinking tools and skills
make high quality education possible for everyone.
The Thinking Tools used in this guide are respected for their
potential with critical thinking and problem solving, practical
to be used and implemented in rural settings as much as
urban environment, and have the potential of successful
use all places globally. These tools have been implemented
globally, including with education and healthcare in the USA
and globally.
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Critical Thinking Models

• Collaborative Communities are three supporting methods with a systemic structure
for collective and individual success. These include: community building exercises,
collaborative learning methods and peer-to-peer coaching.
• Questioning Methods are used to engage students in curiosity, exploration, discovery and
discussions. This includes effective methods for developing questioning skills leading to
inquiry based shared inquiry.
• Visual Mapping - Thinking Maps are for organizing and seeing thinking individually and
collaboratively to understand patterns of thinking with different cognitive processes along
with the frame of reference to understand different perspectives.
• Thinking Environments is an awareness, understanding and a process focused upon the
design, interface and impact with the environment of the physical learning space including
a person’s use of space, materials, and objects.

Strategies evolving and building from the models
• writing strategies (e.g. pattern writing, writing from Thinking Maps, summaries, more).
• reading strategies (e.g. phonics, vocabulary, CLOZE, more).
• priming and anticipatory practices.
• reflective practices on critical thinking tools used and further applications.

Change is a Process
implementing a plan
to build success
towards mastery

considering change
based on successes and
needs

doing
implementing
thinking

change
thinking

exploring
thinking

systems
thinking

deciding
making decisions
on solutions
to implement
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reflecting

connecting
creating solutions
with parts while
seeing the system

• Collaborative Communities

A collaborative community opens the learning community to learning
with and from one another. Like any learning, intentionality is important
with implementation for the methods of learning. The collaborative
process includes three key areas:
Community Building Exercises
Building community exercises is about building the whole community
for understanding one another, learning how to collaborate together,
developing listening for learning, and other methods for the whole
school community collectively learning with one another.
Peer to Peer Coaching
Peer to Peer Coaching is about teachers creating their own professional coaching community.
It is about regularly observing each other throughout the whole school with a focused protocol
to support seeing each other’s professional skills. The goal is learning professionally from one
another in quest of the finest craft and pedagogy for student outcomes.
Collaborative Learning Methods
Collaborative learning is a relationship among students (and teachers with teachers) that
requires positive inter-dependence (a sense of sink or swim together), individual accountability
(each of us has to contribute and learn), interpersonal skills (communication, trust, leadership,
decision making, and conflict resolution), face-to-face promotive interaction, and processing
(reflecting on how well the team is functioning and how to function even better).

• Questioning Methods

What’s the one thing that the world’s leading innovators share with children?
They both learn through asking questions. It’s the simplest and most effective
way of learning. Questioning is a key means by which teachers and students
find out what they already know, identify gaps in knowledge and understanding
and scaffold the development of their understanding to enable them to close
the gap between what they currently know and the learning goals.
We ask questions regularly. There are types of questions: factual, evaluative and interpretive.
Statements and Questions
Statements are ‘answers’ that signal a stop in thinking with a final answer. Questions are a
driving force in the process of thinking. One asks questions to stimulate thinking. The art of
questions like any skill takes practice of the finer points to achieve mastery. We will focus on
bringing questioning into the classrooms critical thinking by scaffolding supportive strategies:
• Powerful Questions
• The Question Game and Questioning in Depth
• Guiding Questions
• Visual Maps and Questions
• Shared Inquiry for Classroom Discussions Guided by Questions
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• Thinking Maps and Visual Tools

Visual tools are a means of graphically and visually representing
ideas, conceptual relationships and progression paths. They range
from the simple spider diagram, flow chart or time line – to more
sophisticated models of concept mapping which can be used to
explore complex relationships and perceptions. Thinking Maps is a
language that provide students with choices of eight visual maps
that represent how humans think cognitively (brainstorming; cause/effect; sequence; compare/
contrast; categorization; relationships...). Each map can be further developed with a frame of
reference. Thinking Maps are a critical thinking tool that is most effectively used when students
have the ownership of choosing the Thinking Map(s) that best represents their cognitive choice.
Thinking Maps organize thinking for understanding, writing, creating presentations, video and to
understand each other’s thinking. The steps of implementation in a classroom include:
• Introducing all eight Thinking Maps to learn the tool using pictures, words and other
representations for all grade levels.
• Introducing the Frame of Reference for all six Open Source Visual Maps.
• Learning hand symbols for each of the Thinking Maps.
• Students choosing the Thinking Map that best represents how they are organizing their
thinking (student centered ownership).
• Integrating Thinking Maps across all subjects and content.

• Critical Thinking Environments

Critical Thinking Environments, is an awareness, understanding and a process focusing upon the
design, interface and impact with the environment of the physical learning space. An awareness
with intentionality. The environment is The Third Teacher where we focus on designing the
physical space with the Frame of the Student as a root understanding. The in the eyes of the
student respects and understands the children’s frame of reference in regards to how children
see, sense, use and interface within the environment, and how the teacher is intentional with
their choices, decisions and actions in respect to student engagement and successes with
learning. The key components of focus for a successful teaching environment include:
• People including proximity of the teacher with students and how we choreograph the
flow of people.
• Objects in the classroom including furniture, lighting and all objects that influence in
regards to their design and use.
• Materials used including choices and use of natural and
recycled things.
The teacher’s decisions with intentionality impact the classroom and
school’s environment. They are crucial to the quality outcomes of the
children and youth’s learning experiences and how they model with
the children, and become a model to how students learn.
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Building Community Exercises

Mingle
The group mingles around, casually talking to each other. As they continue mingling, you call
out a name of a category, like pets. The players then have to find other people who have that
in common with them. Other categories you can try are: someone with the same number of
brothers and sisters as you, someone with the same color eyes as you, someone with one of your
hobbies. Let one of the players take your place and be the leader who can call out the categories.
People to People
Everybody mingles around, greeting one another normally (thus the title “People to People”).
You, as the leader, stop movement by proclaiming “elbow to elbow!” or “knee to ear!” The
group must form whatever configuration you say by finding someone to touch elbows with or
a knee to put an ear on. When you say “people to people,” the mingling and greeting begins
again. The game becomes more creative when you announce animal configurations, like
“Elephant to Elephant!” or “Snake to Snake!” or “Alien to Alien!” These can lead to “Trunk to
Trunk!” and “Tail to Tail!”
In Common • Commonalities
Participants face the inside of the circle on their individual spots. One person (start with the
lead facilitator modeling several times, then each person will do it once) will state something
true about themselves. An example might be “I have taken guitar lessons.” Then everyone
who has this “In Common” with the person who stated “I have...” will leave their spots and
trade with someone else. This is followed by another person sharing something true about
themselves. Then everyone who has this “In Common” with the person who stated “I have...”
will leave their spots and trade with someone else.
I Love My Neighbor
Participants face the inside of the circle on their individual spots, except for one person, for
example Langston, who is “It” and stands in the middle. Langston starts by saying “I love my
neighbor who...,” finishing with a characteristic or description, such as, “I love my neighbor who
has an older brother.” Then all the participants to whom this is true leave their spots and trade
with someone else. Langston then scrambles for the open spaces, and whoever is left without a
seat is the new “It” and must begin again saying “I love my neighbor who...” Each person who is
“It” is not allowed to repeat any of the other things previous “Its” have said.
Trust
Participants are in pairs. They will connect with hands (you could also do it with elbows, fingers,
etc.). One person will close their eyes and the leader will keep their eyes open. They will then
start walking together. It is the responsibility of the leader with the eyes open to lead the other
person who is trusting them on a safe path while they are walking around. Initially do for short
segments (e.g. 30 seconds), then have the pairs switch who is the leader.
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Building Community - Team Builders
Focus and Concentration 1
Zoom

In a circle students orally pass the word zoom around from one person to another. The exercise
moves rapidly to build and sustain community involvement. Extensions include switching
directions, multiple zooms at one time, students leading zoom, use of different polygons
to form the ‘circle’ (e.g. square), & other words to build vocabulary. Initially introduce with
students sitting in a circle with their legs crossed, sitting up straight, and their hands in their
laps. The students are modeled and asked to have their knees touching their neighbors knees
to form a tight circle.
Changing it up: Instead of voice, use a gesture and/or sign language.

Zoom - EEK

In a circle students orally pass the word zoom around from one person to another. Introduce
the word EEK to everyone—means stop and go the other direction. When the leader says EEK
whoever has the zoom changes direction.

Movin’ in Rhythm

Everyone forms a circle. It is helpful to hold hands when first learning Movin’ in Rhythm. When
in the circle everyone starts moving clockwise (or counter clockwise) together. The goal is to be
moving like a smooth wheel going in a circle. The leader can be at the controls to control the
speed of the wheel or turn it on and off.

Movin’ Zoomin’

Everyone forms a circle. Movin’ Zoomin’ combines Zoom and Movin’ in Rhythm together. First
have the group Movin’ in Rhythm, then start Zoom. When these two elements are successfully
combined, add EEK.

In-Motion

Combines elements of mirroring and zoom that includes movement, sounds and moving in a
circle. One person (initially the teacher) does a motion (movement and sound), then everyone
repeats the modeled motion. Then another person in the circle does a motion followed by
everyone repeating the modeled motion. The order could be determined from a caller who
selects the next person or in order around the circle. In the beginning a suggested rule is to
keep your feet on the ground and stay where you are standing.
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Building Community - Team Builders
Focus and Concentration 2
Pass the Rhythm

Everyone stands in a circle. One person begins by modeling a clap (the rhythm), then turns
to a person next to them (we’ll say to the left) and they must clap the rhythm together while
looking at each other in the eyes. The person who just received the rhythm now turns to their
left and does the same action with the person on their left. This continues until the rhythm
returns to the person who began the rhythm.

Pass the Pulse

Everyone stands in a circle holding hands with their eyes closed. The leader is the generator
of the pulse. The leader starts with passing the pulse by squeezing the hand of the person to
their right or left. The person who just received the pulse is now the conductor and passes
the pulse to the person on the other side by squeezing that person’s hand. The pulse should
travel around the circle a couple of times, with the leader passing it just like everyone else.
When this pulse is traveling, you can send a new pulse. Then game ends when the leader
progressively stops all of the pulses.

Pass the Motion (The Wave)

The group gathers into a circle and sits facing in. To begin, everyone extends their hands to the
center of the circle with their palms up. The leader slowly curls their fingers, one by one, from
the left to the right. Then, the person to their right curls their fingers up in the same manner,
and then the next person in the group, and then everyone continues around the circle. The
motion should pass smoothly and fluidly. After the wave returns to the leader, you can pass
another motion (perhaps uncurl the fingers) and add a sound. Then, you can pass any other
motions, like standing up, raising your hands above your head, jumping, or whatever you think
of. As leader, you are in control of the energy level. If things get a bit too energetic, you can
return to the original finger rolls.

Pass the Face

Everyone stands in a circle. Starting with the leader, they make a quietly face to the person
next to them. The second person mirrors the face back to the first person. Then, the second
person turns from the first person melting away the mirrored face and making a new face
as they face the third person. The third person mirrors the face of the second person. This
continues around the circle. As the group improves, there should be no lag time between each
passed movement.

Pass the Object

Everyone stands in a circle. The leaders begins with a single imaginary object. You establish,
through physically modeling, what the object is. You then pass it to the person on your left (or
right), who then continues passing it in the same direction.
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Building Community - Team Builders
Whole Group Focus
Machine

The objective of the game is to create an abstract machine using people as parts. One person
begins by making a simple motion and sound. The leader selects another person to join the
machine - this person adds another motion that works in rhythm with the first person. The
leader continues to select people who continue making simple motions and sounds that work
in rhythm with the machine. The leader (or a person in the group) is at the controls that can
turn the machine off and on, or speed the machine up and slow it down. The leader can be
specific on what the machine does or makes.

Fruit Basket

The class sits in a circle on chairs. One person stands in the middle. The participants are
equally divided between three fruits (e.g. apple, orange, and pineapples). When one fruit is
called by the middle person (e.g. apples), all the apples change chairs including the middle
person. The person ‘out’ becomes the next caller. If a caller says fruit basket all participants
have to change.

Frozen-in-Motion

The leader and participants sit on their chairs. Initially have the participants feel the floor,
feel the chair, and feel the space they are in. This can be done with eyes open or closed. The
participants are then directed to feel and replicate an emotion (e.g. boredom, surprise, mad,
etc.). The leader (teacher or student) then says freeze. Everyone then freezes as a statue. The
leader now says ‘we are now in the museum of _____.’ Everyone is then asked to focus on one
person who remains a statue. Have the viewers focus on a particular part of the statue person.
Elicit vocabulary to describe different body emotions of the statue person. The vocabulary
could be recorded to use on a word wall. This is an excellent exercise leading to a tableau for
recreating a part(s) of a story to stimulate and generate discussion.

Group Rhythm

Form a circle and stand in a relaxed position. Everyone holds their arms out to the side in such
a way that each person’s index finger is touching the next person’s index finger. In this way the
whole group is connected fingertip to fingertip. The object of the exercise is for everyone to
clap at the same time.

Community exercises with students.
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Community exercises with educators.

Building Community - Team Builders
Pantomime Games

Participants mirror each other in silence. This exercise has the participants focusing on each
other to mirror the actions of the person modeling the movements. Initially, and periodically
the teacher leads the mirroring activity to model effective movements. It is very important
to regularly have students lead the mirroring. These exercises are very effective community
builders that build collaboration and the ability to focus. They are excellent for transitions.

Group Mirror

One person stands facing everyone in the class. They can stand anywhere in the class. It is
important everyone has a clear view of the person leading the movement. All participants
should stand clear of any objects or furniture. The order of modeling could be: moving arms;
moving arms and hands; moving arms, hands, and fingers; moving arms, hands, fingers, and
head; moving arms, hands, fingers, head, and torso; moving arms, hands, fingers, head, torso,
and elements of the head (e.g. the eyes). The person who is the mirror leads the participants
for approximately 30 seconds, then says freeze, with all the reflections now a stop motion
of their movements. Then upon hearing continue they continue the reflection of the mirror.
Group mirror is very effective to quickly start with the students participating from wherever
they are in the class.

Circle Mirror

The class, including the teacher stand in a circle allowing room for arm movement. The teacher
can initially take the lead as the mirror. The person who is the mirror leads the participants
for approximately 30 seconds (one student can be the timekeeper), then says freeze, with
all the reflections now a stop motion of their movements. The mirror then selects another
person to become the new mirror. The reflections now imitate the motions of the new mirror.
The reflections now have a full view of the mirror allowing additional motions beyond those
listed in Group Mirror including: moving up and down; moving legs and feet; and whole body
movement. Circle mirror is excellent as a collaborative community builder with equal focus
upon each other. It is very effective when students will be changing their location in the room.
The circle could be formed at the location of the next classroom activity.

Duet Mirror

Very similar to exercises and actions in Circle and Group Mirror. The students stand up and
face a partner. Everyone, including the teacher (model), pair with someone in the classroom.
They select a mirror person in each pair. They then start until they hear the word freeze in
approximately thirty seconds (student timekeeper). The reflection now becomes the mirror. If
there are an odd number of people in the class, there can be one group of three.

Detective

Conducted similarly to Circle Mirror. One person who is chosen as the detective turns around
(or leaves the room). A person is selected to be the mirror without the detective hearing or
seeing the selection. The detective is invited back into the circle and/or room, where they will
try to determine who the lead mirror is.
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Peer Coaching: Teachers Coaching Teachers

The Teachers Coaching Teachers model focuses on teachers regularly observing each other to
learn, understand, and improve their pedagogy (teaching methods and the art of teaching).
This model works best in groups of a minimum of three - one teacher demonstrating a lesson
while two other teachers observe. The observed lessons are generally in the 15-30 minute
range to provide a focus on particular teaching methods. The model includes a briefing, lesson
and debriefing.
This model is a multi-directional process: everyone has gifts and skills to share and learn from
one another. This differentiated process allows everyone to progress at a rate consistent with
their skills. The model is an ongoing process for both new and experienced teachers.
Systems Model: This model is equally effective with administrators coaching administrators;
facilitators coaching facilitators.
Ongoing Development: Teachers regularly participant with the Peer to Peer Coaching model
throughout the school year.

Peer Coaching Process (Teachers Coaching Teachers)

Briefing
(deciding)

The participants are led
through a storyboard
(flow map) of the lesson
to be observed. The
person doing the lesson
might have requests for
the observation, and the
observers should have a
focus to observe.

Lesson
(doing +
observing)

The observing teachers take
notes, make sketches, and/
or video tape the lesson.

Debriefing
(reflecting)

The participating teachers
including the person doing
the lesson and all observers
meet to discuss the lesson.
The protocol is:
1. something positive
observed
2. questions
3. taking away from the
observation

The Evolution of Peer Coaching
Beverly Showers; Bruce Joyce; Educational Leadership, March 1996 v53 n6 p12(5)
http://www.eggplant.org/pamphlets/pdf/joyce_showers_peer_coaching.pdf
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Collaborative Thinking Methods

Collaborative Thinking is a relationship among co-workers and students requires positive
interdependence (a sense of sink or swim together), individual accountability (each of us has to
contribute and learn), interpersonal skills (communication, trust, leadership, decision making,
and conflict resolution), face-to-face promotive interaction, and processing (reflecting on how
well the team is functioning and how to function even better).

Think-Pair-Share
With Think-Pair-Share the teacher poses a question or topic, preferable one demanding analysis,
evaluation, or synthesis, and gives a person about a minute to think through an appropriate
response. One person then turns to a partner and they share their responses.
Think Pair Share in Action
• facilitator models with participant — The purpose is the facilitator / teacher can model
behaviors such as what to do when you don’t know ideas, how to thread an idea from
your partner.
• two participants model — The purpose is the two students model understanding of the
process and the classroom will be more attentive with the process watching their peers.
• all participants paired up — All involved holding all accountable.
• whole group shares — Have one person share one thing, then pick a student from a
different location in the room.

Doing Think Pair Share
video on the how to as in
the diagram.

In this extension below with quartets, when participants A&B join C&D,
A shares something learned from B, B from A,
C from D, D from C, back to A from B, and so forth...
Think Pair Share
First Grade
Video

Think Pair Share
Third Grade
Video
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Collaborative Thinking Methods

Three-Step Interview
Common as a team-building exercise, this structure can also be used also to share information
such as hypotheses or reactions to a film or article.
• People form pairs; one person interviews the other.
• People switch roles.
• The pair links with a second pair. This four-member learning team then discusses the
information or insights gleaned from the initial paired interviews.
Learning Teams
Members of learning teams, usually composed of four individuals, count off: 1, 2, 3, or 4. The
instructor poses a question, usually factual in nature, but requiring some higher order thinking
skills. People discuss the question, making certain that every group member knows the agreed
upon answer. The instructor calls a specific number and the team members originally designated
that number during the count off respond as group spokespersons. Because no one knows
which number the leader will call, all team members have a vested interest in understanding the
appropriate response. The verbalization and the peer coaching helps all learners become actively
involved with the material.
Simple Jigsaw
The facilitator divides an assignment or topic into four parts with all people from each
Learning Team volunteering to become “experts” on one of the parts. Expert Teams then
work together to master their fourth of the material and also to discover the best way to
help others learn it. All experts then reassemble in their hHome Learning Teams where they
teach the other group members.
Home Learning Teams
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Expert Teams

Research on Relationships in School Communities
Why relationships – not just money – are the key to improving schools
Study finds social capital has 3-5 times the impact of funding
by Jeff Grabmeier, The Ohio State University News

Strong relationships between teachers, parents and students at schools have more impact on
improving student learning than does financial support, new research shows.
Serena J. Salloum, Roger D. Goddard & Dan Berebitsky (2018):
Resources, Learning, and Policy: The Relative Effects of Social and Financial Capital on
Student Learning in Schools, Journal of Education for Students Placed at Risk (JESPAR),
DOI:10.1080/10824669.2018.1496023
Social capital is the name scientists give to the network of relationships between school
officials, teachers, parents and the community that builds trust and norms promoting academic
achievement. The study found that social capital had a three to five times larger effect than
financial capital on reading and math scores in Michigan schools.
“When we talk about why some schools perform better than others, differences in the amount
of money they have to spend is often assumed to be an explanation,” said Roger Goddard, coauthor of the study and Novice G. Fawcett Chair and professor of educational administration
at The Ohio State University. “We found that money is certainly important. But this study also
shows that social capital deserves a larger role in our thinking about cost-effective ways to
support students, especially the most vulnerable.”
Goddard conducted the research with Serena Salloum of Ball State University and Dan
Berebitsky of Southern Methodist University. The study appears online in the Journal of
Education for Students Placed at Risk and will be published in a future print edition. The study
involved 5,003 students and their teachers in 78 randomly selected public elementary schools
in Michigan. The sample is representative of the demographics of all elementary schools in the
state. Teachers completed a questionnaire that measured levels of social capital in their schools.
They rated how much they agreed with statements like “Parent involvement supports learning
here,” “Teachers in this school trust their students” and “Community involvement facilitates
learning here.”
State data on instructional expenditures per pupil was used to measure financial capital at each
school. Finally, the researchers used student performance on state-mandated fourth-grade
reading and mathematics tests to measure student learning. Results showed that on average
schools that spent more money did have better test scores than those that spent less. But the
effect of social capital was three times larger than financial capital on math scores and five times
larger on reading scores.
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Research on Relationships in School Communities continued
“Social capital was not only more important to learning than instructional expenditures, but also
more important than the schools’ poverty, ethnic makeup or prior achievement,” Goddard said.
While social capital tended to go down in schools as poverty levels increased, it wasn’t a major
decrease. “We could see from our data that more than half of the social capital that schools
have access to has nothing to do with the level of poverty in the communities they serve,” he
said. “Our results really speak to the importance and the practicality of building social capital in
high-poverty neighborhoods where they need it the most.”
The study also found that the money spent on student learning was not associated with levels
of social capital in schools. That means schools can’t “buy” social capital just by spending more
money. Social relationships require a different kind of investment, Goddard said.
The study can’t answer how to cultivate social capital in schools. But Goddard has some ideas.
• One is for schools to do more to help teachers work together. “Research shows that the
more teachers collaborate, the more they work together on instructional improvement,
the higher the test scores of their students. That’s because collaborative work builds social
capital that provides students with access to valuable support,” he said.
• Building connections to the community is important, too. School-based mentoring
programs that connect children to adults in the community is one idea.
• “Sustained interactions over time focused on children’s learning and effective teaching
practice are the best way for people to build trust and build networks that are at the heart
of social capital,” Goddard said.
• “We need intentional effort by schools to build social capital. We can’t leave it to chance.”
Research Paper Abstract
In this paper, we note the contrasting positions occupied by social and financial capital in state
and federal education policy and compare their relative impacts on student learning. To make
such a comparison, we analyzed data from a representative sample of Michigan’s elementary
schools using multilevel structural equation modeling to examine the relationships among social
capital, instructional expenditures, and student achievement. We found that the level of social
capital characterizing schools was not a function of instructional expenditures. We also found
that both social and financial capital had a positive and significant relationship with reading
and mathematics student achievement. However, the effect of social capital was three and five
times larger than that of financial capital on mathematics and reading, respectively. We discuss
the implications of these findings for education policy and programs that might improve student
learning by strengthening social relationships.
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The Effective School Book K12

The Secret is Creating a Community that Everyone Wants to be Part Of
By Jacquelyn C. A. Meshelemiah, PhD and Robert Seth Price

Chapters

• 1. The Listening Tour
How to observe. What to watch for. Learning from observing. Translating observations
into practical actions for effective decisions on understanding and teaching.
• 2. The Hello Campaign
The purpose is creating practical actions for effective change to a positive building culture.
The actions of doing between adults, between adults and students, between students;
Practicing for successful change.
• 3. Building Social Capital
Community building exercises with the whole school staff, students, parents.
Implementation and sustaining.
• 4. Making Mistakes to Learn
They happen. Learning from our mistakes by actions forward.
• 5. Know the Students
Knowing our children supports best guiding their success.
• 6. Peer to Peer Coaching Our Craft
Regularly observing and learning together the craft of teaching.
• 7. I Am a Professional
Attire, Timeliness, collaboration, focus, actions, etc.
• 8. We Are Role Models
Teachers Modeling Behaviors Expected of Students
What we as adults all do sets the tone and tenor for what the students do.
• 9. Empowering Students for Responsibility
Creating a student centered, student voice environment.
• 10. Research Regularity
Small doses of research regularly with actions that will open the mindful possibilities.
• 11. Critical Thinking Tools Now for Life-Long Thinking
The four pillars and how they play an effective role for a productive classroom setting the
students up to be life long critical thinkers and learners.
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https://vimeo.com/337069219
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Powerful Questions

The Powerful Questions technique is used to build comprehension, inferential thinking, listening skills,
understanding, and interest. Either an object or image are used as the focal point for questions. After the
object or image have been revealed, the students initially observe the object or image, then share questions
from their observations. This technique develops inquiry skills while enhancing observation abilities. It is
important that no questions are answered during the exercise. Ultimately quality questions frame deeper
answers and understanding. The questions can be written down and then sorted into categories by the
students to use for a shared discussion.
Object or Photographic Image
Either an object or an image work well for this exercise. When presenting an object refer to it as a
common object (or similar generic term). This stimulates enhanced observation skills, especially when
an object might be several different things. With an image or photograph, it is best to choose one that
has some unknown to it (e.g. a half built igloo - is it being built or taken apart?). It is an excellent tool
to use an image from a text or book that is being studied as an introduction. Newspapers are also an
excellent source of images which becomes an excellent anticipatory set prior to reading the article.
Order of Technique
State you will be shown a common object (or image) which we’ll ask questions about. The object and/
or photo should connect with what is being studied. Initially they will be shown the
object (or image) and quietly observe it. The students could closely gathered around
the object, the teacher could be walking around the room, or each small group could
have one of the objects. The students are informed we will only ask questions—
they then start presenting their questions. It is best the teacher doesn’t repeat the
questions, instead having the students repeat their own questions so the focus is on
In Action
them and they hone their presentation skills. They will be able to see the object or
image throughout the time they are sharing questions. An extension is pair/share or small group sharing
of questions prior to whole group sharing. This could also be done during the technique to further
develop questions.
If the object or image is something they are studying, the questions might be recorded on poster paper.
In higher grades two students would write the questions and in lower grades the teacher would write
the questions. The person(s) who asked each question might also be noted next to their question to
honor them when using the questions during a later study.
The teacher never provides answers and only
occasionally asks a question themselves. They might
ask a question to offer a new direction, different
frame of reference or a deeper extension. e.g. about
the perspective of who took the photograph or who
invented/designed an object. Reread all the presented
questions to that point several times during Powerful
Questions. This recap honors the presented questions
while stimulating ideas for deeper inquiry.
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Collaborative Questioning
Practicing and Developing Deeper Questions

To start Collaborative Questioning the two participants must initially decide on a topic to
question. One person starts with an open ended question, then the other person responds with
a related open ended question. This continues back and forth with the two participants. The
process can start from an object, a topic, or a photograph. An example is an object in the room
such as a light bulb:
• Questioner A: How does a light bulb work?
• Questioner B: Who designed the current light bulb?
• Questioner A: Who invented the light bulb?
• Questioner B: Why would someone invent the light bulb?
• Questioner A: What inspired the inventor to think of creating a light bulb?
• Questioner B: How can we improve the light bulb?
Using a Photograph
• Questioner A: Is the photo actual size?
• Questioner B: Where does it live?
• Questioner A: How long does it live?
• Questioner B: What does it eat?
• Questioner A: Does it sleep?
Process of Teacher Modeling with Students
• Facilitator models with a student;
• two students model;
• all students paired up to pair / share;
• whole group shares. After one student shares, the student picks another student.

Collaborative Questioning
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Questioning for Inquiry Collaboratively
The Socratic Method in Action

When exploring any type of text (fiction, non-fiction, poetry) it is important to ask interpretive
questions that develop understanding and further lines of questions for depth. Interpretive
questions are effective both with well planned discussions and in spontaneous situations.
Interpretive questions stimulate comprehension, oral language, and written language.
Types of Questions
• Factual - A factual question has only one correct answer.
• Interpretive - An interpretive question has more than one answer that can be supported
with evidence from the text. Interpretive questions keep discussions going and require the
reader to refer back to the text.
• Evaluative - An evaluative question asks the reader to decide if s/he agree with the
writer’s ideas or point of view. The answer to an evaluative question depends on the
reader’s prior knowledge, experience, and opinions.
Writing Interpretive Questions
Interpretive questions are open-ended, text-based questions having multiple responses that are
based on evidence from the text. Unlike a factual question that’s looking for a specific, often
short response, an interpretive question is open-ended that usually requires a more in-depth
response that is supported with evidence from the text.
• Questions to Interpret the Text: Identify aspects of the text that are open to multiple
interpretations. For this question, you’ll want to focus on the ideas, characters or plot in
the text as opposed to the author’s methods.
• Questions to Analyze the Author’s Methods: Identify anything unique, interesting, or
unconventional about the author’s writing style, use of language, grammar, word choice,
structure, etc. Another consideration in designing a question to analyze the author’s
methods is to think about students’ own writing. What about this text might be helpful to
students’ own writing? Is there something this published author does that students might
try in their own writing?
Testing the Questions
• There should be genuine doubt about the answer(s) to the question. If a question is
open to different possible answers students will be more willing to share their thoughts.
• You should have genuine interest in the question. Students will ‘read’ your interest (or
lack of) in the question and story.
• The question should stimulate discussion. The question should create an interest in
revisiting the text for evidence.
• The question should be clear. The participants should easily understand the question.
• The question should be specific. The question should fit the story and not generic to any story.
• Use the text. When you are constructing questions use key words from the text.
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Questioning for Inquiry Collaboratively continued
The Socratic Method in Action

Leading a Discussion
Here are the basic ground rules for leading a discussion:
• Participants must have read or heard (read aloud) the story.
• Discussion is focused on the selection everyone has read or heard.
• Opinions should be supported with evidence from the story.
• Leaders only ask questions – they do not answer them.
For a discussion based on interpretive questions to be successful, student interest needs to be
encouraged and valued.
Prepared and Spontaneous Questions
To create effective questions and questioning techniques it is very important to develop and
test the questions prior to discussing the story with the class. To facilitate quality questions it is
beneficial to take notes when initially reading the story. Writing Interpretive Questions provides
a template of the types of notes to help develop quality questions. After writing questions from
your notes have another person read the story and try the questions out on them. This will
provide an opportunity to test the Testing the Question criteria.
Spontaneous interpretive questions are an important part of all discussions. Experience with
preparing questions and using interpretive questioning techniques support spontaneous
questioning in support of your tested questions. It is important to learn how to use the text
vocabulary within the questions. An example is the book Where the Wild Things Are. If you are
asking about the Wild Things then phrase the question ‘Why did the Wild Things... ?’, not ‘Why
did the monsters... ?’ as using monsters is your view, and open to interpretation with evidence
from the text.
Students Create the Questions
To create effective questions for a shared discussion (Socratic Seminar), and create buy-in from
the students, have the students develop the questions. One method of doing this is:
• Before reading based on an image from the book have the students do The Questioning
for Inquiry Collaboratively to develop ideas for questions. This can be repeated after
reading each chapter or a portion of the book.
• The students write questions they have down on small individual papers (e.g. the size of a
stick note) while in small groups of 3-5 students. They should write 3-6 questions each.
• The students in each small group then sort the questions to categorize them by
similarities. See the section in this guide on Inductive Reasoning and Inductive Mapping.
• The students come up with a top level question for each category. They refine the top
level questions by using phrases from the text.
• The top level questions are used by the students for Socratic Seminar.
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Thinking Maps® (Visual Tools)

Thinking Maps are consistent visual patterns linked directly to eight specific
thought processes. By visualizing our thinking, we create concrete images of
abstract thoughts to reach higher levels of critical and creative thinking individually
and collaboratively. Thinking Maps establish a consistent language for thinking and
problem solving. The goal is to have the students autonomous with the Thinking
Maps® choosing the cognitive process that supports their thinking.

Guiding Questions

Thinking Maps as
Visual Patterns

Thinking Processes

How are we defining this topic?
What is the context? Brainstorming
ideas on the topic.

DEFINING IN
CONTEXT

Circle
Map

Let’s describe the topic. Using
adjectives and adjective phrases,
what are the sensory, logical and
emotional attributes present?

DESCRIBING
QUALITIES

Bubble
Map

Let’s compare our ideas. Where are
the similarities? and differences?
How does the present situation
compare to our identified goal?
How could we classify these
ideas into groups or categories?
What are the main ideas, supporting
ideas and details this information?
Are there any physical, component
parts and subparts that we need to
analyze?

What do we think happened?
What is the sequence of events?
Let’s prioritize our solutions and then
create a sequential plan of action.

COMPARING and Double
CONTRASTING Bubble
Map
CLASSIFYING

Tree
Map

Brace
PART TO WHOLE Map

SEQUENCING

Flow
Map

What are the short and longterm
causes and effects of this event?
What are the feedbacks in the
system? Given our solution, let’s
predict what will happen over time.

CAUSE AND
EFFECT

MultiFlow
Map

How is this situation related to
other experiences we know? What
analogy is guiding our thinking?

SEEING
ANALOGIES

Bridge
Map
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Thinking Maps® and Frame of Reference (Visual Tools)
A frame of reference can be used with any map. It is a meta-cognitive frame asking participants to
think about their thinking. They will be asked to step back from the map they created to think about
what influenced their thinking.
The following questions could be asked to know the frame.
• How do you know what you know about the topic?
• Did your information come from a specific source?
• Is this information being influenced by a specific point of view?
• Who could use this information?
• Why is this information important?

Reflective Frame of Reference:
What are sources of information
you can access to assist you?
What is each person’s role in the
organization?
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Reflective Frame of Reference:
The Frame of Reference is used
with all eight Thinking Maps and
can be used with any visual tool.
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Depth and Complexity with Frame of Reference
The Depth and Complexity model provides depth of thinking as a critical thinker, as a problem solver
and considerations for all aspects of multiple perspectives with collaborations and understanding.
Note Details

elaborate; identify attributes; note the parts; important factors

Identify The Rules

state the explicit or implicit factors that affect an area of study; the structure; the order; the
hierarchy; the elements that set the standards

Observing Patterns

identify reoccurring elements and events; determine the order of events; predict what comes next

Recognizing Trends

note factors that cause events to occur (social, political, economic, geographic); identify patterns of
change over time

Identify Ethical Considerations

determine elements that reflect bias, prejudice, discrimination; state observations and arguments
in terms of ethics

Questions for Inquiry

use questions to: identify unclear ideas or missing information; discuss areas yet to be explored or
proven; note conclusions that need further evidence or support

What is the Generalization, Principle, Theory or Big Idea

identify a rule or general statement that summarizes information or draws conclusion based on
evidence drawn from a collection of facts or ideas

Relationships Over Time

describe relationships between past, present and future; relationships within a time period; how or
why things changed or remained the same

Multiple Frames of Reference (Perspectives)

discuss multiple perspectives related to area of study; explore different viewpoints; reflect on
diversity within a society

Interdisciplinary Connections

relate and integrate the area of study to include the methodology of other disciplines

multiple frames

reflective questions

recognizing trends
an
event
recognizing patterns
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identify the rules
ethical considerations
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Visual Mapping
Inductive, Deductive and Abductive Reasoning
Inductive reasoning moves from specific instances into a generalized conclusion (bottom up),
while deductive reasoning moves from generalized principles that are known to be true to a
true to provide direction with specific instances (top down). Abductive reasoning usually starts
with an incomplete set of observations and proceeds to the likeliest possible explanation for
the group of observations. We will focus on inductive and deductive reasoning.
Lets keep it simple with an example. We will use a Tree Map for Classification to model. This
map can be created ‘top down’ or ‘bottom up’:
• Top down requires starting with the top categories to sort the things and/or ideas
being categorized.
• Bottom up starts with the things and/or ideas being categorized being sorted into similar
categories, then determining the top categories.
Both have a purpose:
• Doing it from ‘bottom up’ requires thinking what are the connections and patterns
are of the things and/or ideas being categorized, and from that determining what the
top categories are. In small groups this increases the level of discussion in regards to
synthesizing information and comprehending connections.
• Doing it from the ‘top down’ is begins with and follows a predetermined design and order
to sort the different things and/or ideas to be categorized. This assumes everyone has the
same frame for categorizing.
While the different processes are modeled on the opposite page for a Sorting for Classifications
Map, this process is applicable for ALL visual maps, and all explorations of things and ideas.
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Inductive Mapping
Brainstorming the Ideas

Sorting by Category
different small groups
can sort differently

idea 5

idea 6

idea 7

idea 8

idea 4

ideas
idea 9

idea 2

idea 1

idea 3

idea 4

idea 5

idea 6

idea 7

idea 8

idea 3

Category Headings
single digit
integers

idea 9

even

odd

idea 2
idea 4
idea 6
idea 8

idea 1
idea 3
idea 5
idea 7
idea 9

single digit
integers

idea 2

idea 1

idea 2

idea 1

idea 4

idea 3

idea 6

idea 5

idea 8

idea 7
idea 9

prime

not prime

idea 1
idea 3
idea 5
idea 7

idea 2
idea 4
idea 6
idea 8
idea 9

Deductive Mapping
Topic

Topic

Category
1
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Category
2

Topic

Category
3

Category
1

Category
2

Category
3
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● Central area established to
share/display TM work

● Parents are made aware of the
implementation of the maps and
opportunities are provided for them to
become oriented to their use

● Displays evidence of student, teacher,
and administrator applications

● Leadership Team, including Trained
Trainers, established to guide
implementation
● All resources and TM software, if
acquired, are distributed to faculty

● Models multiple maps to introduce and
generate information about topics or
issues

● Uses TM to plan and facilitate small
and whole group meetings

● Models and applies multiple maps to
demonstrate and introduce content and
concepts

● Explicitly introduces and reinforces all
8 maps

● Applies multiple maps to analyze and
comprehend information for learning

● Identifies appropriate TM in response
to prompt or question

● Uses TM for school-wide data analysis
and action planning

● Sharing, discussing, and collecting
map applications and media across all
grade levels and positions to promote
the school-wide common language

● Encourages and models thinking
process vocabulary for transfer across
the learning organization

● Uses TM for long-term planning and
school improvement

● Uses TM for coaching and supervision

● Explicitly scaffolds map(s) for
improvement of students’ thinking
abilities

● Encourages and models thinking
process vocabulary for transfer across
disciplines

● Uses TM to guide questioning and
responses

● Accurate and independent selection of
TM for communicating thoughts and
ideas in all subject areas

● Uses thinking process vocabulary

3
Horizontal Transfer Across
Disciplines

● Recognizes maps as teacher applies
them in new situations

● Correctly applies and constructs all 8
maps with support

2
Teaching the Skills and Maps

● Uses TM for basic agendas or to
display data such as agendas, roles (if
leadership training has preceded TM
implementation)

● Has a clearly developed plan to
support TM implementation

● Discussed with students the plan for
implementation

● Has met with colleagues (grade level,
content area) to review plans for
implementation

● Established a plan for systematically
introducing TM

● Has attended Day 1 TM training

www.thinkingschoolsethiopia.com • www.thinkingmaps.com • www.thinkingfoundation.org

SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATOR

TEACHER

STUDENT

● Is aware of the impending
implementation

1
Introducing the Knowledge
Base

● Integrates TM as a tool within other
communication frameworks through a
variety of technologies, including TM
software

● Uses TM in grade level department,
parent, and volunteer meetings for
collaborative problem-solving

● Embeds Thinking Maps in other
instructional strategies, structures, and
initiatives

● Uses TM in and for curriculum
planning, cooperative learning, and
assessment through a variety of
technologies, including TM software

● Collaborative problem-solving and
curriculum planning

● Uses TM in collaborative work for
instruction and assessment

● Embeds Thinking Maps in other
instructional strategies, structures, and
initiatives

● Uses TM in and for curriculum
planning, cooperative learning, and
assessment through a variety of
technologies, including TM software

● Collaborative problem-solving and
curriculum planning

● Uses TM in collaborative work for
instruction and assessment

● Applies TM to homework, projects,
etc., for a variety of purposes and
through a variety of technologies,
including TM software

● Collaborative problem-solving

● Uses TM in collaborative group work to
expand, revise, and synthesize ideas

4
Vertical
Integration

Five Levels of Thinking Maps® Implementation
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● Novel applications outside of school
building (in the wider community)

● School-wide assessment of
implementation indicating patterns of use,
growth and next steps

● TM technology used to facilitate higher
order thinking across school

● Fluid use of maps for communication
between all members of learning
community, parents

● Novel application to administrative
duties

● School-wide documentation of
applications across grade levels and
disciplines

● Uses TM for metacognition, selfreflection and assessment

● Fluid use of maps in collaborative
problem-solving, coaching, and
supervision, etc.

● Novel application to instructional
opportunities beyond academic areas

● Self-selected collection and
documentation of Thinking Maps
integration

● Uses TM for metacognition, selfreflection, and assessment

● Fluid use of map(s) in instruction and
assessment

● Novel applications beyond academic
areas

● Self-selected artifacts for student
portfolio of Thinking Maps

● Uses TM for metacognition, selfreflection, and assessment

● Fluid, independent use of language of
TM across disciplines

5
Executive Control and
Assessment

Thinking
Maps®

Developing Critical Thinking Environments

Critical Thinking Environments, is an awareness, understanding and a process focusing upon
the design, interface and impact with the environment of the physical learning space. An
awareness with 'intentionality'. The environment is ‘The Third Teacher’ where we focus on
designing the physical space with the ‘Frame of the Student’ as a root understanding. The ‘in
the eyes of the student’ respects and understands all children’s frame of reference in regards
to how children see, sense, use and interface within the environment, and how the teacher is
intentional with their choices, decisions and actions. The teacher’s decisions:
• with intentionality impact the classroom and school’s environment;
• are crucial to the quality outcomes of the children and youth’s learning experiences and
how they model with the children;
• become a model to how students learn to consider using and creating their critical
thinking environment: in school, home and the greater community.
About, In and With a Critical Thinking Environment
How we think about and frame our vision for a critical thinking environment begins with
thinking about:
• Learning ABOUT a Critical Thinking Environment
Creating school-wide and classroom conditions that support thinking environments
including how we structure a room, the materials chosen...
• Learning IN a Critical Thinking Environment
Facilitating students in the methods and strategies of learning in thinking environments.
• Learning WITH a Critical Thinking Environment
Learning an awareness of our own and others’ thinking environments for use in real-life
situations and problems
The key to developing a Critical Thinking Environment is being attentive with intentionality to
the impact of decisions with the classroom and school’s critical thinking environment.
1
Students thinking on
structuring a critical
thinking classroom
environment in
Ethiopia.
Location and use of
space video.
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2

Developing Critical Thinking Environments

The key components of focus for a successful teaching environment include:
• People including proximity of the teacher with students and how we choreograph the
flow of people.
• Objects in the classroom including furniture, lighting and all objects that influence in
regards to their design and use.
• Materials used including choices and use of natural and recycled things.

critical thinking
environments

people

proximity

objects

choreograph

common
thinking
environment
language

infused
throughout
the curriculum
and the
culture of the
school

informed by
theory of thinking
and learning
environments

design

materials

use

natural

consistent whole
school approaches

What would
an effective
‘Thinking
Environment’
be like?

recycled

an agreed
method of
approach

linked to
Professional
Development
and Performance
Management

explicit learning
within thinking
environments
part of a long
term plan

rooted in brain
research

In the above visual map, consider and add descriptive words and/or phrases in the empty
circles. Think about the ideas framing the empty circles when developing descriptive
(attributes) words and/or phrases.
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Developing Critical Thinking Environments
People

The teacher is the lead choreographer on how they influence the use of the thinking environment
including where they are located with intentionality, how they communicate, how they use their
voices in level and tone and generally interface with the classroom. Their modeling will influence
students becoming aware and thoughtful with their decisions on the human interfacing in the
classroom, and as a life long learner. Their modeling will influence how their students become
equally attentive and sensitive to effectively interfacing with people and their environment.

Objects

Objects are the furniture, lighting and other elements that we use in our room environment. The
selection, use and re-use of the objects are a foundation of the classroom environment. How we
as humans and a community of learners interface with the objects is foundational in our learning
experiences. It is not about furniture from a specific place is better, it is about making choices
which are both effective in use and thoughtful to the origins. Lighting quality will influence our
effectiveness and quality of life. It all begins with having a purposeful plan.

Materials
Materials are loose parts that can be moved, carried, combined, redesigned, lined up, and taken
apart and put back together in multiple ways. They are materials with no specific set of directions
that can be used alone or combined with other materials. Materials can be natural or recycled.

Intentionality
Intentional teaching involves educators being thoughtful, purposeful and deliberate in their
decisions and actions. Intentional teaching is an active process and a way of relating to the
students that embraces and builds on their strengths. Teachers embed intentional teaching
strategies in the decisions they make:
• with the materials they select and how they use the materials.
• organizing the objects of the physical learning environment.
• using the space with their movement and intentional locations in the room in respect to
students and what the students are doing.
• including student voice and decisions as part of their intentional practices.
Teachers recognize that children’s learning occurs in social contexts and make deliberate, wellplanned decisions to support learning through children’s social interactions with a range of
student partners.
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Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
(Cognitive Domain)

Benjamin Bloom developed the taxonomy in the 1950s in the United States. It is a hierarchy of
six types of thinking which become increasingly complex and demanding.
Though the “levels” have increasing complexity, at any age level or at any time within a
classroom context a teacher or student may move between different levels. There is no linear
sequence required for use of this taxonomy.
The levels of thinking can be applied to developing curriculum units and courses with
assessments. This taxonomy is often used for structuring questions at different levels across all
levels of schooling and in all areas of learning.
In 2001 Lorin Andersen, et al, made some significant changes to the original taxonomy. Here is
the original model with the revised model by Anderson. Notice that the nouns were changed
into verbs to reflect the fact that thinking is an active process.
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Original Bloom 			

Revised By Anderson

Evaluation				
Synthesis				
Analysis				
Application				
Comprehension			
Knowledge				

Creating
Evaluating
Analyzing
Applying
Understanding
Remembering

Sentence Transformation
for Vocabulary Development

Description
Sentence Transformation for Vocabulary Development is a
collaborative method to build vocabulary from prior knowledge,
readings, schema connections, and peer to peer learning. Sentence
Transformation models and develops reading fluency, vocabulary,
parts of grammar (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, etc.),
langauge and spelling patterns and collaborative learning.
Sentence

Strengths
Sentence Transformation is a process that involves the whole class
and/or small groups in a very participatory activity that builds
vocabulary and fluency. It requires minimal resources - a basic
chalkboard and/or a wall painted with chalkboard paint. Students
can lead the process in addition to the teacher. For the teacher
it is an excellent opportunity to model reading with fluency and
thinking aloud with vocabulary development.
When
The process takes approximately 5-15 minutes. It is recommended
doing the process 1-2 times daily. The sentence can most effectively
connect to content during the day.
Extensions
After developing vocabulary with the sentence for various parts
of speech, students can extend this activity by writing sentences
from the developed sentence transformation. Additionally, the
vocabulary if connected to current studies and content can be used
as part of a vocabulary word wall.
Needs
A medium or large size chalkboard and/or white board are very
effective. This provides sufficient space to write complete sentences
(row) and develop a wide range of vocabulary (columns).
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Transformation
in a Primary
Grade. USA.

Sentence
Transformation
in multiple
languages.
Ethiopia.

Sentence Transformation for Vocabulary Development

The Process
1. The teacher writes the sentence on the chalkboard saying nothing with the
students watching.
2. The teacher recitates the sentence while tracking (pointing to) the words in phrases.
3. The teacher selects one part of speech (e.g. adjective) and asks for words with
similar meanings.
4. After adding one word, the teacher recitates with the students the complete
sentence with each added vocabulary word.
5. The teacher continues with this process adding futher words to the part of speech
being expanded.
6. Reminder—add one part of speech, then recitate all the sentences so far. This
supports fluency practice and learning the patterns progressively.
Students as the Facilitators (teachers)
Having students becoming the whole class and/or small group leaders provides an
opportunity to peer to peer transfer, observation of students to assess the student
leaders as much as the participating students.
Teachers Goals of Modeling
It is important to develop students into the leaders of facilitating. It is equally important
for teachers to model the procedure throughout the year — assessing student progress
to determine needs and ‘changing up’ what is supportive for growth to model to the
students.
Precludes, Next Steps and Extensions
The ‘word bank’ of vocabulary in context created with sentence transformation provides a
natural progression to using the ‘word bank’ as a framework for writing. Prior to sentence
transformation (or concurrently) visual maps can be used to develop vocabulary in a
similar manner.
The Process
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Write the
Sentence
on a Board

Say Sentence
Recitation of
Sentence with
Students

The teacher quietly
writing while
students are
watching.

Teacher models,
then students
join teacher with
recitation.

Vocabulary
from
Students

Recitation
with
Students

Do Other
Parts of
Speech

Prior knowledge
including current
content studies.

Add ONE word at
a time, then the
recitation of ALL
sentences reading
in phrases

With the same
process do one part
of speech, then do
2nd part of speech
and so forth.

The Process in Action
To keep the vocabulary development expanding, as well as student interest growing it
is important to expand upon the Sentence Transformation process. The example below
models developing multiple parts of speech concurrently.

Multiple Parts of Speech
The dog chased after the cat.

teacher silently writes the sentence on the chalkboard
teacher leads recitation of the whole sentence with the class
teacher disusses other ‘verbs’ for chased
teacher has students ‘think-pair-share’ verbs for chased
teacher asks students to share some of their vocabulary

The dog chased after the cat.
zoomed

teacher adds one verb from the student suggestions
teacher leads recitation of all students with the two sentences

The dog chased after the cat.
zoomed
raced

teacher asks for more verbs
teacher adds one verb from the student suggestions
teacher leads recitation of all students with the three sentences

The dog chased after the cat.
zoomed
raced
accelerated

teacher asks for more verbs
teacher adds one verb from the student suggestions
teacher leads recitation of all students with the four sentences

The dog chased after the cat.
zoomed
bird
raced
accelerated
The dog chased after the cat.
zoomed
bird
raced
rat
accelerated
The dog chased after the cat.
goat zoomed
bird
rat
raced
rat
cow accelerated
monkey
pig
vulture
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continue asking for more verbs and adding them
continue recitation of ALL sentences after adding each verb
add another part of speech
what is another noun (animal) like a cat?
teacher adds one noun from the student suggestions
teacher leads recitation of all students with the two sentences
what is another noun (animal) like a cat and bird?
teacher adds one noun from the student suggestions
teacher leads recitation of all students with the three sentences
continue with another part of speech
teacher adds further words from student suggestions

Poetry Expansion with Sentence Transformation

1

Read the Poem individually
and/or as a whole class.

Dreams
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.

2

Sentence Transformation with
one sentence & one part of
speech at a time

Hold fast to dreams
Grab
quick
Secure rapidly
Grasp onto
Grip
upon
Fasten ...
...		

hopes
visions
promises
desires
wishes
...

3

Students create their own
variations on the poem’s
opening line.
Grasp quick to dreams
Grip fast to visions
Grasp rapidly to desires
Secure onto wishes
Hold fast to hopes
...

Langston Hughes
Multiple Parts of Speech
Hold fast to dreams
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teacher silently writes the sentence on the chalkboard
teacher leads recitation of the whole sentence with the class
teacher disusses other ‘verbs’ for play
teacher has students ‘think-pair-share’ verbs for play
teacher asks students to share some of their vocabulary

Hold fast
		

to

dreams
hopes

teacher adds one noun from the student suggestions
teacher leads the students recitation of the two sentences

Hold fast
		
		

to

dreams
hopes
visions

teacher asks for more nouns
teacher adds one noun from the student suggestions
teacher leads the students recitation of the three sentences

Hold fast
		
		
		

to

dreams
hopes
visions
promises

teacher asks for more nouns
teacher adds one noun from the student suggestions
teacher leads the students recitation the four sentences
continue asking for more nouns and adding them

Hold fast
Grab		
		
		

to

dreams
hopes
visions
promises

add another part of speech
what is another verb similar to hold?
teacher adds one adjective from the student suggestions
teacher leads the students recitation of the two sentences
teacher continues with more words for ‘grab’ and ‘dreams’ doing
one word at a time then leading a recitation of the whole poem
with the class

Schema

Rationale
Schema theory explains how our previous experiences, knowledge, emotions, and understandings
affect what and how we learn (Harvey & Goudvis, 2000). Schema is the background knowledge
and experience readers bring to the text. Good readers draw on prior knowledge and experience
to help them understand what they are reading and are thus able to use that knowledge to make
connections. Struggling readers often move directly through a text without stopping to consider
whether the text makes sense based on their own background knowledge, or whether their
knowledge can be used to help them understand confusing or challenging materials. By teaching
students how to connect to text they are able to better understand what they are reading (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2000). Accessing prior knowledge and experiences is a good starting place when teaching
strategies because every student has experiences, knowledge, opinions, and emotions that they can
draw upon. Keene and Zimmerman (1997) concluded that students comprehend better when
they make different kinds of connections: Text-to-Self; Text-to-Text; Text-to-World.
Text-to-Self
Text-to-self connections are highly personal connections that a reader makes between a
piece of reading material and the reader’s own experiences or life. An example of a textto-self connection might be, “This story reminds me of a trip we took to my grandfather’s
apple orchard.”
Text-to-Text
Sometimes when reading, readers are reminded of other things that they have read,
other books by the same author, stories from a similar genre, or perhaps on the same
topic. These types of connections are text-to-text connections. Readers gain insight during
reading by thinking about how the information they are reading connects to other familiar
text. “This character has the same problem that I read about in a book last year,” would be
an example of a text-to-text connection.
Text-to-World
Text-to-world connections are the larger connections that a reader brings to a reading
situation. We all have ideas about how the world works that goes far beyond our own
personal experiences. We learn about things through television, movies, magazines, and
newspapers. Often it is the text-to-world connections that teachers are trying to enhance
when they teach lessons in science, social studies, and literature. An example of a text-toworld connection would be when a reader says, “I heard a program on the radio that talked
about things described in this article.”
Cris Tovani (2000) offers reasons why connecting to text helps readers:
• It helps readers understand how characters feel and the motivation behind their actions.
• It helps readers have a clearer picture in their head as they read thus making the reader more
engaged.
• It keeps the reader from becoming bored while reading.
• It sets a purpose for reading and keeps the reader focused.
• Readers can see how other readers connected to the reading.
• It forces readers to become actively involved.
• It helps readers remember what they have read and ask questions about the text.
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Schema

How to Use the Strategy
To effectively use this strategy, spend time doing Think-A-Louds modeling for students how to
make meaningful connections. The easiest connection to teach is Text-to-Self. Initially model
Text-to-Self connections with selections that are relatively close to the student’s personal
experiences. A key phrase that prompts Text-to-Self connections is, “this reminds me of....”
Next, model how to make Text-to-Text connections. Sometimes when we read, we are reminded
of other texts we have read. Encourage students to consider the variety of texts they have
experienced which will help them understand the new selection. Finally, model how to make
Text-to-World connections. Building the necessary background knowledge is a crucial means
for providing Text-to-World support and may be used to pre-empt reading failure. Harvey and
Goudvis (2000) caution that merely making connections is not sufficient. Students may make
tangential connections that can distract them from the text. Throughout instruction, students
need to be challenged to analyze how their connections are contributing to their understanding
of the text. Text connections should lead to text comprehension.
Examples of connecting statements to use
as a reference or as prompts for discussion
This part reminds me of....
I felt like...(character) when I....
If that happened to me I would....
This book reminds me of...(another text) because....
I can relate to...(part of text) because one time....
Something similar happened to me when....
Examples of questions that can be used
to facilitate student connections
Text-to-Self

What does this remind me of in my life?
What is this similar to in my life?
How is this different from my life?
Has something like this ever happened to me?
How does this relate to my life?
What were my feelings when I read this?

Text-to-Text

What does this remind me of in another book I’ve read?
How is this text similar to other things I’ve read?
How is this different from other books I’ve read?
Have I read about something like this before?

Text-to-World

What does this remind me of in the real world?
How is this text similar to things that happen in the real world?
How is this different from things that happen in the real world?
How did that part relate to the world around me?
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First graders in their
classroom sharing
about Thinking
Maps and talking
schema video.

Student Voice

In education, student voice refers to the values, opinions, beliefs, perspectives, and cultural
backgrounds of individual students and groups of students in a school, and to instructional
approaches and techniques that are based on student choices, interests, passions, and
ambitions. Generally speaking, student voice can be seen as an alternative to more traditional
forms of governance or instruction in which school administrators and teachers may make
unilateral decisions with little or no input from students.
—Glossary of Education Reform, www.edglossary.org
Goal
The goal of Student Voice is to have students explore, understand and share the How
of Learning. By learning how they learn, the students become responsible and effective
as autonomous learners across all content areas in all grades. To initiate Student Voice
thoughtfully, succinctly and effectively students will effectively use the critical thinking tools
being implemented with the teachers for effective use in the classroom. The students will use
the same tools to explore the guiding question: How do we learn? The focus is on the process
and how of learning and not the content learned. The how is what we use with all our learning
in school and life. The goal for the students is to learn the how of learning while teachers,
staff and leadership have a greater insight to the students as learners and who they are in
determining the best methods for the school’s learning environment.
Process
The students will use critical thinking methods to determine what the How of Learning means
and reflectively supports their learning. They will then continue use of the critical thinking
methods to develop how they will use video to document the How of Learning in their
classrooms and schools. The critical thinking methods to be used and explored include:
• Collaborative Communities are three supporting methods for a systemic structure
for collective and individual success. These include: community building community
exercises, collaborative learning methods and peer-to-peer coaching.
• Questions for Inquiry is the use of questioning methods to engage students in education
and communities with dialogue. This includes effective methods for developing
questioning skills leading to inquiry based discourse.
• Visual Mapping is for organizing and seeing thinking individually and collaboratively to
understand patterns of thinking with different cognitive processes along with the frame of
reference to understand different perspectives.
• Thinking Environments is an awareness, understanding and a process focused upon the
design, interface and impact with the environment of the physical learning space including
a person’s use of space, materials, and objects.
Student Voice — Students are among the first to recognize that there is
an enormous gap between their performance and potential. That is why
we should give students a voice in professional development, instruction
and classroom management. QR Code to initial pilot Student Voice project
designed and implemented for National Urban Alliance in East Allen Public
School District by Robert Seth Price.
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Student Voice continued

The students will use the critical thinking tools as part of the process of storyboarding and
recording their story. They will be modeled examples and shown models of excellence to guide
their own development of storyboards and video recording. Several potential implementation
methods include:
• Mini Documentary About Their School
Students will brainstorm ideas on how students learn at their school. The students will
collaboratively develop a storyboard to complete a 1-2 minute video on their idea of how
they learn. The video will begin with a reflective question on the video idea.
• Reflective Learning Practices Learning Centers
Students will collaborate in groups of three to record themselves reading, performing
or presenting for a 1-4 minute recording. They will then watch the video together (peer
to peer coaching model) with observations on what they did well and questions using a
visual tool (Visual Map).
• How We Do What We Do (DIY – Do It Yourself)
Students will storyboard a short learning video on how to do a particular HOPs Critical
Thinking method. They will brainstorm their idea with a visual tool and develop a
storyboard (Sequence Map) to sequence the video.
• Culturally Speaking
Students in collaborative groups will use a quote, hip hop, poetry or key fact about
historical backgrounds to storyboard with visual maps and develop questions in
developing a book, poster, media presentation, and/or video. They will create with spoken
word, poetry, music, hip hop and other forms of expression.
• What Do You Stand For?
Students brainstorm things about their community that interest them that are of social
concern (homeless, parks…), then they interview a representative for the community of
interest (e.g. a woman’s shelter director for homeless) with questions they develop while
also taking photographs and creating drawings. They ask each interviewee what they
stand for. Students develop an understanding to consider what they stand for themselves.
Monitoring Progress and Determining Success
Students use of critical thinking methods to develop their student voice projects will provide
an assessment of the thinking, and the video recordings or media presentations will provide
a means of determining progress and success. The video recordings will initially be used with
teachers to see what they learn about the students.
To Consider
To begin incorporating youth voices, educators should think beyond the student council,
welcoming a range of student opinions in decisions about academic content, discipline, school
culture, free time, the physical space of the school, and family partnerships. They should even
consider an individual student’s wishes about which adults in the building will best teach and
counsel him.
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Student Voice continued

Five Ways to Welcome Student Input from Giving Students a Voice in a Harvard Graduate School
article in 2016 are:
• Regularly solicit student feedback.
• Engage students in studying and assessing their school.
• Include authentic student representation on leadership teams.
• Invite students to any discussion related to their own learning.
• More broadly, consider young people as stakeholders and partners in their schools.
Equipment Needs
For video a smart phone or tablet with video is fine, as is a digital camera that has video
capabilities. It is important that the video is easily edited with software on the device (e.g.
imovie with iphones or ipads). If planned well, editing should be at a minimum.
What Makes Roosevelt Excellent: Students Documenting Their School
A fifth grade classroom of 34 students created their documentary of the school
over three half-day sessions. The first day focused on video exercises. The
second day the young filmmakers used Thinking Maps to storyboard their mini
productions. The whole class then observed one filmmaking group do a film.
Each group was four to five students including a director, camera person(s),
and interviewer(s). The third day had the remainder of the groups filming.
All questions for the interviews were developed by the students. The video
includes The Documentary by the students; the video exercises (thaumatrope,
introduction exercises, rotating in rhythm), and documenting the documentary.
https://vimeopro.com/user12997522/student-voice-documenting-the-school

students

School Portfolio: Interviewing on Video and Documenting in Print.
The following are examples of project documentation include action research,
use of video, reflective print material and more.
Roosevelt UFSD in the New York City area. This includes interviews with
students, teachers, school leadership and supporting professional development
mentors. The video clips are short and the print materials are transcribed from
the video interviews.
• Video: https://vimeopro.com/user12997522/roosevelt
• Print: http://www.eggplant.org/pdf/roosevelt-poster-collection1.0.pdf

video

print
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Thinking Maps®:

Ann

Developing Confident & Competent
Thinkers & Learners - Roosevelt UFSD

Delores

Sean

Thinking Maps® for Organizing Thinking
Roosevelt High School Students and Teachers share their reflections on
the use of Thinking Maps® in Social Studies and other Disciplines

Students

Teachers

Sean: I find it an effective way using Thinking Maps because
it’s all your ideas right there...

Ms. Incao-Rogers: The Circle Map was our starting point, then we would
decide what kind of thinking was involved in the lesson and from there
we would create another map... from the second map the students would
write the essay - maybe even two or three maps depending on what tasks
were asked of the essay. Sometimes the essay might ask to categorize [Tree
Map] something and then to describe cause and effect [Multi-Flow Map]...

Ann: Thinking Maps make writing the essay easier. You just
move your ideas from a Thinking Map to the essay.
Katie Ann: The Thinking Maps give us a head start, gets our
brain functioning and helps us on writing the essay.
Billy: Thinking Maps make you organize your work. On the
Global Regents you have to write a DBQ essay. You can write
a Thinking Map that will bring outside information which
will add more points...
Delores: The Thinking Maps are very helpful, not only
helpful for essays, but also for projects... you get a higher
grade for projects... it makes you organized and gives you a
head start.
Katie Ann: The Frame of Reference is where you put where
you get your information from...
Delores: You can also add the Frame of Reference
information to your essay...
Billy: Now that we learned how to use Thinking Maps in
Social Studies, it can help us out in English, science...
Delores: In English I used a lot of Tree Maps in my essays,
something that is very helpful for me...
Ann: Before I was using the Thinking Maps I used to write
essays and I used to panic because I didn’t know what to
say next. Now the Thinking Maps make it easier to for you to
see what you have to say, and you process faster...

Ms. Squillante

Katie Ann

Ms. Squillante: I like the Frame of Reference... it is a great jumping point
to make connections, to predict and go futher. And go deeper into what
the discussion is about...
Ms. Incao-Rogers: We often used the Frame of Reference for citations.
The students are working on DBQ essays and you definitely need to
cite your documents and prove your evidence from your citations. We
integrated Thinking Maps with Frame of Reference into the common
core. The students always would refer back to the citations...
Ms. Squillante: The student’s essays need to go deeper than just the
surface. The Thinking Maps Frame of Reference forced the students to
think and question what was on their Thinking Map...
Ms. Incao-Rogers: That is interesting to hear Delores used Thinking
Maps in English because the English teachers haven’t been trained on
Thinking Maps yet...
And for myself, now what I am doing is using the Tree Map, on the Multi
Flow Map for planning my teaching. I am truly using the Thinking Maps®
just as the students would use it...
Ms. Squillante: The students are actually handing in homework on their
own with the Thinking Maps on it already done without me even saying
you have to use the Thinking Maps. As a teacher it has taught me a new
and effective way for students to approach an essay.
Ms. Incao-Rogers: Another point with the maps it was a very quick
assessment of what they knew. I can see the student’s understanding
including their thinking and the content.

Billy

Ms. Incao-Rogers

Contact Designs for Thinking for information regarding the video containing
the above excerpts of Roosevelt UFSD students and educators.
www.designsforthinking.com • support@designsforthinking.com
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Thinking Maps®:

Developing Confident & Competent
Thinkers & Learners - Roosevelt UFSD

Student Reflections on Mapping and Test Prep
Did you use the Thinking Maps® for your thinking?
Deanna: The maps affected me because before I
started doing the maps I had a little more trouble
knowing what to write but with the maps I got my
ideas down quicker, and I realized the ideas I that
had, and so when I wrote the essay it was the stuff
on my map but it came out even better than I thought.
Caitlin: It helped me because if I just thought of it in my mind it would
be harder to just plan it out on paper. But if you use the map you would
would already got some of the ideas down and be able easier to write the
full essay answer.
Henry: I used a Multi-Flow map. I had to write cause and effects about the
story. I did the Mult-Flow Map first because you get to write the cause and
effects first.
Areseo: A Tree Map because they told us to write bullets and I could
have made each bullet a paragraph and I could have wrote what each
paragraph was about in a tree map.
Nathalia: I used a Bubble Map because it said how did he feel and that
is why I used the Bubble Map. You only have choose as adjectives how he
feels, what does... like colors, size, shape and texture.
Caitlin: I used the Flow Map for the last question and it helped me out
because I was able to plan out what I was going to write first and the
Flow Map helped me do that because I could do the sequence from the
beginning to the ending of how he felt and his actions throughout the
story. And it helped me do my writing.
Alea: I can have more ideas down to write. When I want to write it was
hard before Thinking Maps. Now when I actually have it I can see what
to write and put it into paragraphs and it can actually sound better than
before I made the map.

Teacher Reflections

Introducing Thinking Maps
My students were introduced to Thinking Maps® in September
of 2012 when the district first became involved with them. We
learned each map one week at a time and gradually began to
incorporate them into different content areas. My students have
only been working with the maps for about 4-5 months, and it’s
wonderful to know that they’ve reached a comfort level with the maps that they’ve started
using them automatically and independently. They are beginning to see the value of the
maps and find them helpful and useful during an exam.
Thinking Maps®: Developing Independent & Interdependent Thinking & Learning
Several of my 4th grade students had the opportunity to talk about how they were able to
utilize Thinking Maps® during their most recent ELA Benchmark exam. The children used
several of the maps including the Flow Map, Multi-Flow Map and the Bubble Map when
responding to questions. They did so on their own without any input or coaching from me. I
was very pleased with how they spoke about the maps, their reasoning for using them, their
ability to name the maps and the skill that was being addressed and the language they used
while speaking about the maps. Knowing that my students actually decided to use some of
the maps to assist them with their writing responses on the benchmark assessment made
me feel very satisfied and quite pleased with the direction that they’re moving in.
Applying, Consistency, Modeling
As I reflect over the use of the maps in my own classroom, I think the key to getting the
students to this point is patience and consistency. I believe consistently using the maps
wherever they apply and modeling their use is very important.
Nancy Tacali, Fourth Grade Teacher
Centennial Elementary School, Roosevelt UFSD, New York
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Thinking Maps®:

Developing Confident & Competent
Thinkers & Learners - Bikolos Nur Academy

Hannan

Sabontu

Abdurahemen

Hussien

Thinking Maps® for Organizing Thinking
Bikolos Nur Academy, Addis Abba, Ethiopia Students and Teachers share their
reflections on the use of Thinking Maps® as part of Thinking Schools Ethiopia

Students

Teachers

Hannan: I really think that Thinking maps make
a big difference in my life because before I really
didn’t read my books much because it takes too
much time to understand, but now I am interested
to open my exercise books make Thinking Maps to
actually study and know what I am reading. We can
be independent and learn by ourselves, because
Thinking Maps are our teachers. They make
everything easy so that we can read and remember
— it makes you visualize things. Thinking Maps
capture our thinking in our mind.
Hannan Abdulfetah, Grade 9 Student

Adefres: I really want to thank the thinkers who give us Thinking Maps and make us think
to ourselves and for our students. Thinking Maps are very helpful. I have spent many
years teaching chemistry and I have been trying many methods to visualize chemistry to
students. The thinking maps made everything clear in these 2-3 weeks after the training.
Adefres Zerihun, Vice Director and Chemistry teacher

Abdurahemen: Thinking Maps have helped me a
lot in studying. Next year I am taking national exam.
I am preparing my summaries using Thinking Maps
because it is taking a shorter time with Thinking
Maps. It is more effective because by looking at the
circles and the other maps, I can remember what is
inside and that makes it easier for me to study.
Abdurahemen Kassim, Grade 9 Student
Hussien: We are using the maps very effectively
and the class is now more student centered with
everybody participating. The eight Thinking
Maps are so helpful because we can do our work
easily — for example our book is a huge book
so it is tiresome and consumes much time. But
you can use a piece of paper and draw maps and
easily analyze the things about the subject in few
minutes. When we do Thinking Maps in group work
everybody is participating on it, so it is going to be
fun and interesting.
Hussien Abdulnessir, Grade 9 Student
Sabontu: Thinking Maps are very easy to use and to
remember. Before when we work in groups there was
not much argument but now we can easily visualize
things and remember what you see in pictures in the
mind. These maps are like pictures and have different
designs and very easy to remember.
Sabontu Ali, Grade 9 Student

Adefres

Huda

Huda: Thinking Maps makes our life easier and help us impart lessons which were difficult to
comprehend. The students have accepted Thinking Maps in a very special way and related to
the maps. I hope the Thinking Maps will go on so that we can give them what they deserve
and we can get from you what we deserve.
Huda Seid, Vice Director and English teacher
Mohammed: Starting with the Thinking Schools training, I understood that the training
and the Thinking Maps is participatory. We were at the training on a Friday and started
implementing Thinking Maps on Monday. The training has helped me a lot because before
I had hard time delivering my subject to my students. But after learning the Thinking Maps
and introducing the eight Thinking Maps to my students, my subject is understood more
easily. We are always told about student centered teaching but it is with Thinking Maps I
could involve all types of learners in my class. This is also the policy of our country and if we
regularly implement them and get reference materials, we can even do better. Both the staff
and the students have loved it and we thank you.
Mohammed Awol, Social sciences teacher
Usman: I have used all the Thinking Maps except the Bridge Map in my grade 3 lessons.
I am very excited. My students love the Thinking Maps and are internalizing the maps.
The Thinking Maps are helping us to identify the level of the students. For example, some
students remain in the circle map and others apply the other maps achieving higher order
thinking in Blooms Taxonomy. So generally I am very happy as the Thinking Maps assists
us in effective teaching methodology and students. Recent results have shown slight
increment of growth from last quarter over a period of three weeks.
Usman Mohammed, Grade 3 Science Teacher
Zewdu: Thinking Schools Ethiopia is very interesting starting from the training. The Thinking
Maps makes our minds visualize information. In this short time students are referring to and
using the Thinking Maps more than the previous methods. All students are more active than the
previously because they can easily understand the topics and remember what they are learning.
Zewdu Hailu, Vice Director and Physics teacher

Leader

Fatuma: The first time I took the training was through our
school network with around 15 other schools. By then, I was
convinced and believed this is the way to quality education.
After the training, immediately, I introduced Thinking schools
to my school. Now, it is a month since its introduction and
within this time I have seen a big change. The students are
starting to think clearly and improved creativity as well as
creating their own way of thinking and simplifying things.
Fatuma Ahmed, Founder and School Director

Mohammed

Usman

Fatuma

Zewdu

Thinking Schools International
www.thinkingschoolsinternational.com
Thinking Schools Ethiopia
www.thinkingschoolsethiopia.com
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Thinking Maps®:

Developing Confident & Competent
Thinkers & Learners - Roosevelt UFSD
Pre-K Thinking with
Thinking Maps®

Washington Rose Elementary
Teacher Reflections on using Thinking Maps® with
children and the Trainer of Trainers model...
Ms. Henry: Thinking Maps has opened
“it has opened
up a lot of avenues, it has opened up
up a lot of
vocabulary, it has strengthened our math
skills. It is something exciting for each
avenues”
of us to learn. The children are learning
different kind of maps, they are learning how to use them properly
and it makes them think...
Interviewer: This room is immersed in maps.
Ms. Henry: This is a Bridge Map.
“for the children”
We were studying the community
helpers. This is a Flow Map for a story about friends. So we put
them in sequential order using a Flow Map. We did the tree map
where we were able to talk about the weather, the clothes you
can wear, the activities you can do.. This was a very good map. The
students had all of these to show and support their ideas. For our
weather studies we did a Tree Map, we did a Circle Map, we did a
Bubble Map, then we took the story A Snowy Day and we did a
Flow Map...
Interviewer: So the students are getting an incredible amount
of practice doing the thinking with the maps. What was a another
real life learning experience for the children?
Ms. Henry: I used a Bubble Map because it said how did he feel
and that is why I used it. You only have to choose adjectives to show
how he feels: what he does like colors, size, shape and texture.
Interviewer: As a professional
how is this [Thinking Maps®]
impacting you?

“as a professional”

Ms. Henry: I learned how to do KWL - that’s old. Now we are in
new millennium...
Interviewer: Why do you
“training
think the children were so
easy to adapt to [Thinking Maps®]?

each other”

Ms. Henry: ...because adults are in a box... children are open... I tell
them everybody {them and myself] is learning. Every Friday I go to
Ms. Lipka (Thinking Maps district trained Trainer of Trainers). That
lets you know Lisa (Designs for Thinking Trainer who trained Ms.
Lipka) knows what she is talking about because Ms. Lipka can come
back to show us (ten of us) how to effectively use Thinking Maps®...
Interviewer: Have the parents noticed any of these maps?
Ms. Henry: Yes. They are enjoying
“for the parents”
the Thinking Maps. Because for
homework we ask them to do certain maps and the children can
do the maps and explain the maps to their parents.

Ms. Henry - Washington Rose Elementary Schools

Ms. Henry: When they go to kindergarten, the teacher is
expecting the students when they start the first week of school to
know what a Circle Map is, know what
a Bridge Map is, know what a Flow Map “whole school”
is... The only students that shouldn’t know the maps are people
who have not been in Pre-K in any of the schools in Roosevelt. The
kindergarten teacher’s lessons will be geared toward the content
using the different maps. The kindergarten teacher doesn’t have
to start teaching the maps all over again...

Contact Designs for Thinking for information regarding the video containing
the above excerpts of Roosevelt UFSD students and educators.
www.designsforthinking.com • support@designsforthinking.com
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Visual Mapping • Frame of Reference
Perspective, Point of View
The Frame of Reference

My Story: Frame of Reference
1 Use the space

above and draw a
circle and frame.
This process can
also be done in
sand with a stick.

2Write and/or draw things that

describe things about your life.
Your frame of reference including
important people, events, places,
favorite movies-music-books, and
things important to you (values).
personal attributes
important events
food
you like
influential people
(famous)
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important people
(family, friends)
things
you do
important places

3Students pair with another student
to share their personal frames.
in pairs

whole
class

Circle Map

Defining in Context • Brainstorming

The Circle Map is used for brainstorming ideas and thoughts
about a topic or a concept.

My Story: Circle Map

1 Write your

name
and draw
a circle
around your
name.

your
name

2Write and/or draw

things about yourself
around the circle with
your name.

experiences
your
your facts
life

name

dispositions

places

3Draw a circle

4Draw a frame of reference

around your
information.

around your map. Write
influential people, places and
events of your life in the frame.

influences
experiences
your
life

your
name

dispositions

facts
places

your
life

your
name

dispositions

influences
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experiences

influences

facts
places

influences

Bubble Map
Describing

The Bubble Map is for describing using adjectives; Identifying the
sensory, logical and emotional qualities of any topic or concept.

My Story: Bubble Map
1 Write your name

and draw a circle
around your name.

2Write and/or draw things that

describe yourself (attributes)
in bubbles around your name.

describe

describe

3 Add a frame of reference

around your Bubble Map. Write
and/or draw influential people,
places and events of yours in
the frame and/or examples of
each descriptive (attribute).

influences

name

name
describe

describe

influences

describe

name

describe

describe

places
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describe
describe

describe

people

Double Bubble Map
Compare and Contrast

The Double Bubble Map is used for comparing
and contrasting any two things.

My Story: Double Bubble Map
1 Pair with another

student, then write
your name and
the other person’s
name with a circle
around each of
your names (or
draw your faces
with a circle
around them).
your
name
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name
2

2Write and/or draw similarities in

3Draw a frame of reference

the middle, and identify how you
differ with one another on the
outside bubbles.

differ
differ

influences

similar

differ
your
name

similar
similar
similar

around your map. Write influential
people, places and events for
each of you in the frame.

differ

influences
similar

different

name
2

differ
differ

different

different

your
name

similar
similar

different

name
2

different

different
similar

influences

influences

Tree Map

Classification

The Tree Map is for classifying or sorting things and ideas
into categories or groups. Under each category (group)
there is a list of details.

My Story: Tree Map
1 Write My (your

name) Favorite
Things on the
top line.
My Favorite
Things

2Think of 2, 3 or 4 categories

to classify your favorite things.
Write the name of these
categories on the next lines.
Under each category, list
examples of each favorite
thing within that group.
My Favorite
Things

category
detail
detail
detail
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3Draw a frame of reference

around your map. Write influential
people, places and events for you
in the frame.
influences

category
detail
detail
detail

category category
detail
detail
detail

category

detail
detail

influences
My Favorite
Things

category

detail
detail

influences

category

category

detail
detail
detail
detail
detail

detail
detail

influences

Brace Map

Whole Part Relationship

The Brace Map is for analyzing the component parts of
physical objects; identifying the spatial relationship of
parts to the whole or structural analysis.

My Story: Brace Map
1 Write ‘my (your
name) clothes’
on the line.

2Write or draw pictures of the three

major parts of ‘my clothes’. Then
write minor parts for each major part.

shirt

my
clothes

my
clothes

minor
minor

pants

minor
minor

shoes

around your map. Write or
draw what is influencing your
clothes choice and/or other
peoples’s views in the frame.

influences

influences
shirt

my
clothes

minor
minor

pants

minor
minor

minor
minor
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3Draw a frame of reference

shoes

minor
minor

influences

other views

Flow Map
Sequence

The Flow Map is for sequencing the stages and
sub-stages of an event including ldentifying the
steps in a process and ordering information.

My Story: Flow Map
1 Write or draw pictures of

each activity in your day.
Write 3-6 activities and
sequence them in order.

activity
1

activity
2

activity
3

2For each activity write any
of the substages (s-s) for
each of the activities in
sequential order.
activity
1

activity
2

activity
3

s-s s-s

s-s s-s s-s

s-s s-s

3Draw a frame of reference around
your Flow Map. In the frame write
or draw what you enjoy most
about your day.

activity
1

activity
2

activity
3

s-s s-s

s-s s-s s-s

s-s s-s

enjoy most
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Multi-Flow Map
Cause and Effect

The Multi-Flow Map is used for identifying
the causes and effects of an event.

My Story: Multi-Flow Map

1 Write or draw

a picture of a
personal event
that happened.
Draw a rectangle
around it.
an
event

2In the left boxes write or draw

‘causes’ of the event. On the right
boxes write the ‘effects’ of the event.

cause
cause
cause
cause
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effect

an
event

3Draw a frame of reference around
the map and write or draw the
experiences of different people
involved with the event.
influences

influences

cause

effect

cause

effect

cause

cause

influences

effect

an
event

effect
effect

influences

Bridge Map
Classification

The Bridge Map is used for identifying similarities
between relationships and creating analogies.

My Story: Bridge Map
1 Write or draw a picture of

yourself on the bottom. Do
the same for friends at your
table. Add a key attribute or
descriptive for each person.

2Write what the ‘relating

factor’ (r-f) is for all the
friends in regards to their
common attributes.

3Draw a frame of reference
around your map. Write
or draw examples for
each person’s relating
factor attributes.
ple

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

r-f
name

ple

relating factor ____________
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exam

exam

relating factor ______________

r-f
name

ple

exam

Robert Seth Price

www.eggplant.org • robert@eggplant.org
Robert Seth Price’s experiences include teaching grades
1-3 for ten years. He designed and taught elective courses
at a public arts high school and taught classes for literacy,
art and technology at the university level for elementary
teachers in Los Angeles and Brooklyn. He currently
facilitates full day and multi-day trainings on domestic and
international stages. He designs and facilitates professional
development trainings with whole school districts,
individual schools, hospitals, and non-profit organizations.
Robert understands the power of lived stories. He uses the student’s and participant’s voices
as part of his integration. He incorporates technology, social media, art, and music into his
trainings. He understands networking; system development; grass roots project development;
progressive education implementation; and facilitating professional leadership development.
Robert’s background and strengths include a focus on K-6 with:
• writing and reading in the classroom
• vocabulary and spelling development
• visual tools for organizing thinking
• collaborative methods and community building for student engagement
• creating a pro-active critical thinking environment
• collegial coaching with the whole school
• expertise with visual tools, questioning methods, collaborative processes, developing
classroom environment for student engagement
Further information at www.eggplant.org
“There is so much to learn, and not enough time.”
Janice Price (my mom)

Tigray, Ethiopia 2015

Hossana, Ethiopia 2010
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